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249thMINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
CHANDIGARH HELD ON 29.09.2017 AT 11.00 A.M. IN THE ASSEMBLY HALL OF 
THE MUNICIPAL CORPORATION, CHANDIGARH. 

The following were present: 

Sarv/Sh./Smt:-

1. Asha Kumari Jaswal Mayor 

2. B. Purushartha, IAS, Commissioner 

3. Rajesh Kumar Gupta Senior Deputy Mayor 

4. Anil Kumar Dubey Dy. Mayor 

5. Charanjiv Singh Councillor 

6. Sachin Kumar Lohtiya Councillor 

7. Dr. Jyotsna Wig Councillor 

8. Sat Parkash Aggarwal Councillor 

9. Shipra Bansal Councillor 

10. Kamla Sharma Councillor 

11. Maj. Gen M.S. Kandal (Retd.) Councillor 

12. Mahesh Inder Singh Councillor 

13. Raj Bala Malik Councillor 

14. Ravi Kant Sharma Councillor 

15. Sunita Dhawan Councillor 

16. Sheela Devi Councillor 

17. Farmila Councillor 

18. Rajesh Kumar Councillor 

19. Arun Sood Councillor 

20. Gurbax Rawat Councillor 

21. Hardeep Singh Councillor 

22. Satish Kumar Councillor 

23. Chanderwati Shukla Councillor 

24. Heera Negi Councillor 

25. Kanwarjeet Singh Councillor 
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26. Ravinder Kaur Councillor 

27. Devinder Singh Babla Councillor 

28. Dalip Sharma Councillor 

29. Shakti Prakash Devshali Councillor 

30. Gurpreet Singh Councillor 

31. Davesh Moudgil Councillor 

32. Bharat Kumar Councillor 

33. Jagtar Singh Councillor 

34. Vinod Aggarwal Councillor 

35. Saurabh Mishra, IAS Secretary 

The following Officers also attended the meeting: -

Sarv/Sh./Smt.:-

1. Kriti Garg, IAS Additional Commissioner 

2. N.P. Sharma Chief Engineer 

3. Sanjay Arora Superintending Engineer (P.H.) 

4. P.S. Bhatti M.O.H. 

5. Uma Shankar Sharma C.A.O. 

6. P.K. Aggarwal XEN (Roads-I) 

7.  Gursharan Dass XEN (Roads-II) 

8. Arjeet Singh XEN (Roads-III) 

9.  Harish Saini XEN (P.H. Div. No.I) 

10.B.K. Dhawan XEN (P.H. Div No-III) 

11. Suresh Gill XEN (P.H. Div. No.IV) 

12. Krishan Pal Singh XEN (Horticulture) 

13. Rupinderjit Singh Randhawa XEN (Electrical) 

The Mayor welcomed the Commissioner, Councillors, Officers & Media 

Persons & all visitors sitting in the visitors‟ gallery. 
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Before taking up the agenda items, the Mayor informed the House about 

the sad demise of Air Chief Marshal Arjan Singh, honoured with five star rank, 

Sr. Journalist K.J. Singh & his mother, Sh. Karan Thakur, victim of blue whale game 

and requested the House to observe two minutes‟ silence for the peace of departed 

souls. 

The House observed two minutes silence. 

The Mayor also requested the media persons to step forward in making 

people aware of the bad effects of this game which is a threat to our society especially 

children. The Sr. citizens could also play a vital role in guiding the younger generation 

by showing a right path to live a stress free & happy life. She also requested the 

Councillors to take care of their wards by counselling the children, so that such type of 

incidents could not happen again.  

Sh. Devinder Babla presented a bouquet to the Commissioner on behalf 

of Mayor & all the Councillors. 

The Mayor congratulated the Commissioner for his promotion as Principal 

Secretary to Minister of Urban & Housing Development at Delhi. 

Smt. Raj Bala Malik said that it was an emotional set back and invited him 

over a dinner. 

Sh. Bharat Kumar and Smt. Heera Negi congratulated the Commissioner 

over his promotion and wished him many more achievements in his life. 

Major Gen. M.S. Kandal (Retd.) also wished good health and success for 

Commissioner in his future endeavours. 

Sh. Ravi Kant Sharma congratulated him on his promotion and getting 

chance to serve the nation from state level to national level. 

Sh. Mahesh Inder Singh congratulated the Commissioner for his 

promotion. 
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Smt. Farmila congratulated the Commissioner on his promotion. 

Sh. Charanjiv Singh congratulated the Commissioner on his promotion 

and efficiently and thanked him for his   co-operation. 

Sh. Anil Kumar Dubey congratulated the Commissioner on his 

promotion and wished him a bright future. 

Sh. Shakti Parkash Devshali congratulated the Commissioner for his 

new assignment. He wished him good health & bright future. 

Sh. Satish Kainth congratulated the Commissioner for his new 

assignment. He thanked him for his contributions towards the Dalit Society & Safai 

Union. He further said that no matter the Commissioner is working with Ministry of 

Urban Development but his expertise will be beneficial directly & indirectly for the 

Municipal Corporation, Chandigarh. 

Sh. Davesh Moudgil said that the co-ordination between Mayor & 

Commissioner was very encouraging which resulted in over all development of the city. 

He was of the view that change and progress are needs of life. He wished all success 

to him. 

Sh. Vinod Aggarwal said that in ward No.26 lot of development works 

were taken up speedily during his tenure. He wished bright future for Commissioner. 

Sh. Sachin Lohtiya praised his behaviour & good working and wished that 

he will continue the same in future. He further requested the Commissioner that before 

leaving the Corporation, the contractual safaikaramcharies, who were discontinued 

from service, may be reinstated on humatrian grounds. 

Sh. Devinder Babla, Sh. Rajesh Kalia, Sh. Bharat Kumar, Sh. Satish Kumar 

and Smt. Farmila also supported the request of Sh. Sachin Lohtiya. 

Smt. Ravinder Kaur congratulated and thanked for his co-ordination. 
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Sh. Hardeep Singh congratulated for his new assignment & promotion. He 

wished good health & best of luck for his future. 

The Commissioner thanked all the Councillors for their affection, support & 

co-operation. He was feeling very emotional on leaving Municipal Corporation. He said 

that during his tenure of two years, a lot of development projects were materialized only 

because of the co-ordination & mutual respect between him & Councillors. He told that 

Chandigarh has crossed 50 years since its inception and it is on the verge of change. 

Whenever there is change it requires lot of pain & hard work to cope up with the 

scenario. It is wonderful experience to be part of this change and the Officers & 

Councillors of this period could contribute towards shaping new Chandigarh. He said 

that officers come and go but Councillors are permanent residents of Chandigarh and 

do a lot for the welfare of the city. He shared the memories of working with the 

councillors and thanked Dr. Wig for helping him for treatment. He thanked Sh. Sachin 

Lohtiya for his unconditional support as and when required. Sh. Charanjiv always co-

operated him whenever his services were required. He said that he respect Major Gen. 

M.S. Kandal (Retd.) just like his father and thanked for his blessings. Smt. Kamla 

Sharma always supported like an elder sister. Ms. Shipra Bansal, from the very first 

day of her joining, was very keen for seeking guidance & he did whatever he could do 

for her. Sh. Sat Parkash Aggarwal was very worried about Dadu Majra and large 

amount of funds were allocated to his ward. Sh. Mahesh Inder Singh always supported 

him in the case of J.P. Associates and offered food in Bengali market. He said that 

Smt. Raj Bala Malik has always been very kind & affectionate. Sh. Rajesh Gupta has 

always been very supportive and humble. Sh. Anil Dubey was very near and dear to 

him. He said that his association with Sh. Arun Sood was very fruitful when he was 

Mayor. Sometime harsh decisions are to be taken for development projects, so Sh. 

Arun Sood deserves a salute for his contribution & taking decisions in the interest of 
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city. Sh. Rajesh Kumar has been very active for managing new projects related to 

garbage collection system. He praised Sh. Satish Kainth and gained a lot from his 

expertise. Sh. Bharat Kumar has always been helpful & took responsibilities just like a 

brother. He thanked Sh. Dalip Sharma for his best wishes, positive and progressive 

attitude. He said that Sh. Kanwarjeet Rana being a young person was always full of 

enthusiasm and energetic and whenever he advised him he took it in a positive 

manner. He thanked Sh. Shakti Parkash Devshali, Sh. Ravi Kant Sharma and Smt. 

Heera Negi for their co-operation and support. He said that Sh. Vinod Aggarwal gave 

full support in some very sensitive issues. He praised Sh. Davesh Moudgil for giving 

due respect on many issues when there was difference of opinion. Every time he 

showed enthusiasm and will to do towards the development works. He thanked Smt. 

Farmila for keeping in mind his experience that decisions should be taken with proper 

thinking rather than emotionally. He praised Smt. Sunita Dhawan for her way of talking 

and sweet voice. Smt. Chander Wati Shukla always treated him as a family member 

not as a Councillor. Sh. Hardeep Singh has always been close to him as he himself 

belongs to Punjab Cadre. He thanked Sh. Devinder Babla for presenting him a 

beautiful bouquet and for playing a vital role as a constructive opposition. He thanked 

Smt. Ravinder Kaur & Smt. Sheela Devi for their co-operation and support. He praised 

the Mayor that she is just like her elder sister and has great personality. She had 

contributed a lot towards the development projects & taking precise decisions for the 

city. He further said that there are 3-4 important issues of the city i.e. 100% garbage of 

the city would be processed for the coming three four months & without processing no 

garbage would be dumped in the dumping yard. The heaps of dumping yard would be 

levelled, for which tender has been finalized. The process of capping and closing of 

dumping yard and fixing the pipes there to avoid the fire incidents would be completed 

in the near future. The big problem of processing of garbage and dumping yard at 
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Dadumajra would also be sorted out. The decision regarding replacing all the existing 

street lights would be beneficial for the city for the coming days. Moreover, the issues 

regarding parking i.e. overcharging, controversy & dispute with staff of contractor during 

parking of vehicles etc. would be solved with introduction of Smart Parking which will 

generate handsome revenue to the Corporation. He also suggested that free parking 

could also be converted into paid parking, so that more revenue is generated. The 

project of taking 29 MGD additional water for the city is in the pipeline, which would be 

provided in the next summer season. The work on construction of cycle tracks is going 

to be finalized, which will change the scenario of the city and will encourage the people 

for cycling. The pruning of trees will be done with improved mechanized technology. 

The future generations will remember the time when the Chandigarh was established 

and the efforts made by the Councillors to cope up with the changing requirements & 

the needs of the residents after 50 years. Lastly, he thanked all the members of the 

House for their kind support & co-operation. 

Sh. Arun Sood congratulated the Commissioner in a different way by 

handing an envelope containing his cancellation order and made all the members of the 

House laugh because "Congratulations" was written on the paper. 

The Mayor said that this meeting would be a memorable and historical 

because all the members congratulated Commissioner and praised for work done by 

him. She also considered it an emotional moment because three officers one XEN Sh. 

P.K. Aggarwal and two J.Es. of Municipal Corporation were going to retire on 29th 

September, 2017. 

The Commissioner said that some time he behaved strictly with the 

officers but this was being done only to get better work for the best interest of the 

Corporation without any personal enmity. He felt sorry if anyone was hurt by his 

behaviour. 
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The Mayor asked the Chief Engineer regarding non-functioning of some 

LED lights, which were installed recently. 

The Chief Engineer clarified that the Corporation had signed the first MOU 

with EESL for replacing the conventional street lights with energy efficient LED lights. 

The old infrastructure like wires hanging outside, broken cables etc. needs 

replacements and for this purpose an estimate of Rs.4.50 crore have already been 

passed. The financial bids have been received from six companies and the work will be 

started very soon. As and when the work of IDC component & replacement will be 

completed, the lights would be fully functional positively by December. 

Sh. Arun Sood suggested that whenever the work of replacement of street 

lights is to be started it should be done in such a way that all the work related to LED 

lights e.g. fittings of cables, junction box, etc. be made fully functional. This would result 

in reflecting the amount of work done at ground level. The dark spots in neighbourhood 

parks are a big problem and the work of replacement of lights should be taken there on 

priority basis simultaneously. 

Smt. Chanderwati Shukla also pointed out that street lights in her ward 

are also not functioning properly and should be got functional immediately. 

Sh. Devinder Babla was of the view that LED lights were functioning 

properly except some areas where problem arises again and again inspite of time to 

time repairing by the staff. He suggested that instead of taking many sectors together, 

it should be ensured that work of LED lights should be completed in one go with all 

infrastructural requirements sector wise. It should be the duty of the concerned SDE & 

J.E. to inspect the areas where the lights are not functioning properly. 
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Sh. Ravi Kant Sharma also pointed out that he received several phone 

calls from the shopkeepers of Sector-17 about non-functioning of lights for the last two 

months. After that he personally visited the plaza area of Sector-17 and noticed that 

only two three lights were functional under the bridge and towards post office area. 

Even outside the building of the Corporation, only few lights are functional and he 

repeatedly complained to the J.E. & SDE in this regard. In the Shastri Market & near 

Aroma, the street lights were not switched off even at day time and he complained to 

the concerned J.E. He requested that electricity wing may be instructed to take care to 

avoid these lapses.  

Smt. Sheela Devi demanded that LED lights should be installed by the 

company in Sector-25 on priority basis. 

Smt. Raj Bala Malik said that the single road of Sector-15 starting from 

one light point to next light point is overcrowded due to encroachment. She requested 

that the concerned officer should visit there to find the solution of traffic jams. 

Sh. Arun Sood suggested that in EWS houses, cheap houses, colonies & 

villages, LED lights should be installed at the earliest.   

The Chief Engineer apprised the House that out of total 46,000 lights, 

22,635 lights have been replaced and rest will be changed shortly. For this project, 

15 teams were functioning and approximately 900 lights were being changed daily. It 

depends on the supply of LED lights of various watts i.e.18W, 20W, 35W & 120W, 

whichever supply is received the work was being done accordingly. He further said that 

the dark spots will be taken care of on priority basis and the lights will be installed at 

the earliest. 
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Sh. Kanwarjit Singh Rana thanked the Mayor and Commissioner for 

replacing the existing street lights in his ward. He said that the street lights in his ward 

were functioning properly and requested that the survey done with regard to dark spots 

should also be implemented at the earliest. 

Smt. Heera Negi also was of the view that the work of dark spots should 

be done at the earliest by installing LED lights. 

The Mayor asked Sh. Arun Sood about status of the report on the working 

of community centres and submit the brief details. 

Sh. Arun Sood informed that some community centres were constructed 

by the Chandigarh Administration and transferred to the Corporation. During survey by 

the Committee, it was found that some community centres were small structured, some 

were dangerous for lives, some community centres could have been enlarged by 

merging the adjoining space and some sectors were without community centre. He 

suggested that as per policy framed in recent past, one community centre in each 

sector & village may be provided. 

The Mayor said that there were five points, which needs to be reviewed 

by the committee i.e. i) land for community centre be got earmarked from the Planning 

Department for the sectors & villages where there was no of community centre. ii) 

Reconstruction of buildings of community centres, which were to be demolished iii) 

Amendment of bye-laws to make it more useful and people friendly. iv) Formation of 

policy for the operation & maintenance of community centres v) Construction of guest 

house of the Corporation. 

Sh. Arun Sood said that the committee held its meetings five times and 

visited twice at community centres. There was lot of confusion in the previous House 

regarding the community centre of Sector-20, whether to renovate or reconstruct it 
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resulting in delay for final decision. When he was Councillor in the year, 2012, there 

was a proposal for extension of community centre of Sector-37 and estimated 

expenditure was approximately Rs.3.75 crore and Rs.5.00 crore was required for re-

construction. He took initiative and after long struggle the community centre of Sector-

37 was got approved and was ready for completion. The House in its meeting held on 

27.2.2017 has approved demolition and reconstruction of Community Centre of Sector-

21 & 38. For the renovation and construction of Community Centres in other wards a 

Special Committee was constituted by the Mayor. Sh. Devinder Babla, Sh. Rajesh 

Kumar Gupta, Smt. Kamla Sharma, Sh. Gurpreet Dhillon & he himself were members 

of the Committee. It was decided in the meeting to obtain report from the concerned 

Executive Engineer regarding the size, facilities & space available.  The Committee has 

received two recommendations for demolition & reconstruction of community centres 

i.e. building of Thakurdwara Manimajra and community centre of Sector-30. The size of 

community centre of Sector-30 was very small and with the efforts of Sh. Devinder 

Babla, the adjoining space was got merged for reconstruction of community centre to 

make it more spacious. On the request of Sh. Bharat, the committee visited the 

community centre of Ram Darbar and the building was in dilapidated condition and was 

unsafe. The Committee recommended for re-construction of community centre building 

of Ram Darbar. The Committee also visited the community centre of Sector-47 and 

found that it was not feasible to convert community centre into Guest House. After that, 

the Committee visited the Community Centre of Sector-23 and recommended for 

converting into guest house by constructing rooms with attached toilets. The Planning 

Department has earmarked 1 acre land in Sector-24 for construction of new community 

centre & half acre of land was also earmarked for construction of three storey building 

for community centre in Sector-25. The Planning Department has refused to earmark 

the land for community centre in Industrial Area, Sector-29, 36, 34 and 32.  The land for 
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commercial shopping complex was demanded in Sector-45 but was refused because of 

audit objections. The committee invited proposals from the Councillors in writing by 

giving one week time, but only Smt. Ravinder Kaur submitted her proposal. Then Sh. 

Mahesh Inder Singh Smt. Heera Negi, Kanwarjit Singh Rana, Ravi Kant Sharma, Smt. 

Ravinder Kaur & Sh. Davesh Moudgil were contacted and visited the community centre 

of Sector-8 and recommended that the hall should be extended for better facility. Then 

the committee visited the community centre of Sector-16 & 19 and found that no sound 

permission is given by the Administration due to which no function is held by the 

residents and the committee recommended the extension of community centres, so that 

it can be used for sports activities and Architect should visit the site. Before spending a 

lot of money, it should be ensured that whether the same will receive bookings for lawn 

tennis, badminton court etc. or not? He further brought to notice that there is one 

regular Librarian, who is getting full pay scale but the library is not properly functional 

and becomes liability on the Corporation. Then the committee visited the community 

centre of Sector-35, which was also in dilapidated condition and recommended for 

renovation or reconstruction, whichever is viable. Then the community centre of 

Sector-44 was visited and recommended for renovation only as there was no scope of 

reconstruction and extension. The Committee then visited the community centre of 

Sector-45 and found it very small. The Committee suggested that if the Architect 

approved the proposal for merging the adjoining land of school site, the same will be 

more useful for residents. The area merged would be kept green without any 

construction. Then the committee visited the community centre of Sector-47 and a 

request was submitted for reconstruction by Sh. Davesh Moudgil. The committee 

noticed that one gym and a big Conference Hall with furniture, ceiling & fixtures was 

there along with facility of lift for three storey building. The work of concreting the vacant 

space was also under process. This was the biggest community centre of the city 
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where ramps are also available, therefore, the committee considered to convert it into 

guest house of the Corporation. The request of Sh. Hardeep Singh was forwarded by 

the Committee in the last meeting to the Architect, U.T. Chandigarh for approval of land 

for construction of community centre in Village Buterla, Sector-41. The Committee 

also sent a proposal to the Chief Architect for making Janj Ghar in Industrial Area 

where P.H. Store was lying unutilized, as this place was more spacious, nuisance free 

and without parking problem. The Committee recommended a community centre in 

Hallomajra also. The Chief Architect had given its consent to convert community centre 

of Sector-23 into guest house of the Corporation. The amendments in the 

guidelines/bye-laws for community centres have been done by the committee. It was 

proposed in the bye-laws that the operation and maintenance of community centres will 

be undertaken by the Executive Body and wherever there is no executive body, 

separate staff i.e. plumber, electrician, care taker, chowkidar etc. be deputed for 

maintenance of those community centres. It was also decided that in all the new & old 

community centres, the halls should be sound proof and D.J. should be allowed inside 

only, so that residents are not disturbed. It was decided that pavers should be fixed 

inside & outside the community centres to make the space more useful for parking. It 

was also suggested that water, sewerage & electricity connections for outer kitchen be 

provided for preparation of food during big functions & marriages. The Committee will 

visit the area of Sector-55, Khuda Lahora Colony, Mauli Jagran & ward of Sh. Satish 

Kainth. He further said that one more meeting of the committee will be held and final 

recommendations/report would be placed in the next meeting of the House. The 

Administration has also proposed three big Janj Ghars at Hallomajra, Manimajra & 

Sector 38-West. He told that a lot of money was involved in constructing big 

community centres to accommodate 500 to 1000 people for functions, it would be in the 

best interest of the Corporation for generating revenue in shape of booking charges. 
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The proposal for categorization of community centres for fixing booking charges was 

under process. He thanked all the committee members and Planning Department, 

U.T. Chandigarh for their support & co-operation. 

The Mayor suggested that the minor repair works regarding community 

centres should be taken up by the Councillor at their own level without depending upon 

the committee. She requested the committee to submit the final report in the next 

meeting of the House and thanked all the members of the committee for their 

dedication and sincere efforts. 

Sh. Ravi Kant Sharma thanked the Mayor and Commissioner for 

constituting a governing body for the community centre, Sector-22, Chandigarh. 

Recently a meeting of the said governing body was held and the minutes of the said 

meeting were circulated but even the XEN. did not know as to who was to approve the 

minutes of the said committee. The said minutes have been approved after two months 

but have not been circulated to concerned officers as a result the salary of coach 

engaged on contract has not so far been released. 

Sh. Charanjiv Singh apprised the House regarding the problem of traffic in 

the market of Sector-18, 19, 35 & 22. People generally park their vehicles on the main 

roads and go for shopping, which cause chaos on the roads. He suggested that the 

issue of traffic problem should also be handled by this Committee to find out way to 

solve this problem. 

Sh. Mahesh Inder Singh said that it had come to his notice through 

newspaper that Street Vendor‟s Act was going to be applicable from 3rd October in 

Ward No.1. He said that the House has already rejected the sites in the last meeting 

and decided that the matter will be discussed in detail. The prerogative of 

implementation of Street Vendor‟s Act is with the Corporation and without approval of 
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the House, the same was going to be executed. The matter should be discussed 

thoroughly, otherwise it will go into litigation and opposed the execution of this Act. He 

further said that the House had recommended that the vendors should be allowed in 

Rock Garden and Lake, otherwise their attraction as a tourist point would be lost, but 

the Chandigarh Administration had declared them no vendor zone. It has also been 

observed that vending zone in his ward has been identified where people used to park 

their vehicles and it will create problem for the residents of the ward for parking their 

vehicles. He suggested that a policy should be framed for food trucks as many people 

are coming forward to start the mobile food trucks. 

The Commissioner said that the House has taken its decision, however, it 

was the prerogative of the Administration to take final decision in this regard. There are 

three types of vendors i.e. mobile vendors who sell their articles by moving from one 

place to other place, essential Service Providers like cobblers, washermen etc. who 

provide facilities to the public and they will continue to work from the place they are 

sitting at present & 3rd type is static vendors, who will be allowed to sell their articles at 

a particular identified place and these types of vendors are to be issued licences. A pilot 

project will be started from Ward No.1 and would be implemented in other sectors later. 

Smt. Kamla Sharma said that the round-about of Sector-37 & 38 is very 

congested for traffic point of view and many lives have been lost in accidents on this 

point. She suggested that traffic lights should be installed there or fly over be 

constructed. 

Sh. Devinder Babla said that some verka booths are being operated in the 

parks but they have encroached upon the public land by covering 20‟x20‟ against the 

allotted area of 8‟x8‟ and they are selling every type of items. He further said that the 
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encroachment made by Verka booths should be removed so that the parking problem 

could be solved upto some extent. 

Sh. Arun Sood said that the Corporation had deferred the matter 

regarding Street Vendor‟s Act and had recommended that the street vendors should be 

allowed in Lake & Rock Garden, as there will be no charm without eatable sellers and 

the H.E. Administrator had also agreed on this issue. He further said that the poor 

people also have right to enjoy low cost eatable items in these tourist places. At 

present shopkeepers, street vendors and stake holders are affected in this matters. 

There is provision in the Street Vendor‟s Act to designate vending zones ward wise or 

sector wise. He apprehended that the issue will go to litigation and it would adversely 

affect the residents and the matter would linger on till the licences are issued to the 

street vendors. He suggested that before implementing the Act, the identified vending 

zones should be intimated to the House. 

Sh. Gurpreet Singh supported the views of Sh.Arun Sood and said that 

the members of House are elected representatives of public and their views and 

decisions should be implemented and kept in view by the Administration while taking 

decisions regarding any policy matter. He further said that being Chairman of 

Enforcement Committee he wanted to fix a meeting of the Committee but the incharge 

of Enforcement wing has been changing every week and his telephone was not picked 

up by the concerned officer. 

Sh. Vinod Aggarwal said, there is lot of chaos on the old Ropar Road from 

F.R. Cinema as the people put their stalls on both sides of road and also park their 

vehicles on the road while purchasing items from them. 

Sh. Charanjiv Singh suggested that the earmarked vending zones should 

be put on public domain for the information of general public and it would be better if 
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the vending zones are located at a distance from the main market to avoid traffic 

problem. 

Smt. Heera Negi said that worms were found in the water meter installed 

in the EWS colony in her ward and the same water is being used by the residents. 

The House adjourned for lunch break at 2.30 p.m. and re-assembled at 

3.50 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEM NO.249.1 

248thConfirmation of the meeting of General House held on 
30.08.2017 at 11.00 a.m. in the Assembly Hall of the Municipal 
Corporation, Chandigarh. 

The Secretary placed agenda item No.1 before the House for confirmation 

of the minutes of 248th meeting of the House. 

Sh. Ravi Kant Sharma pointed out that at page No.4 of minutes in his 

version, the 2nd & 3rd lines should be amended as “Superintendent Slaughter House 

should be included in Category „A‟ list of Officers. He further pointed out that at 

page 21 of the minutes, it should be included that “Sh. Arun Sood had got done lot of 

development work in his ward.” 

Sh. Saurabh Mishra, Additional Commissioner pointed out that at page 

No.9 of the minutes, it was not decided as to which portion is to be given to the bank 

and e-sampark centre. 

Sh. Arun Sood also pointed out that at page No.9 of the minutes in the 

last para of resolution (Ist line), the word “leased out” be replaced with “earmarked”. 

He suggested that hall on the ground floor be given to e-sampark and first floor to the 

bank. 

Sh. Anil Dubey said that there was no justification to open e-sampark 

centre in the hall as an e-sampark centre already exist nearby. 
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The Commissioner said that the matter be again brought before the 

House to review the decision. 

Sh. Arun Sood pointed out that at page 19 of the minutes, in the last two 

lines be read as “Community centre of Sector-47 was not viable for Guest House 

and Janj Ghar of Sector-23 was recommended for “M.C. Guest House.” He further 

suggested that the timings of water supply be extended upto 9‟0 Clock in the morning 

and evening as the summer season has ended. 

The House confirmed the minutes of 248th meeting of 
the General House held on 30.08.2017 at 11.00 a.m. in 
the Assembly Hall of the M.C., Chandigarh, with above 
mentioned amendments.” 

Sh. Devinder Babla said that the drinking water is being wasted in the 

tubewells of the city as the hawkers and other people misuse the water for their own 

purpose with permission of the chokidars/operator of tubewells. He further said that he 

was surprised to see that a room has been provided to the Lions Services Limited on 

the 2nd floor of the building and they have set up a good office whereas the MOH of 

M.C. has not been provided a office room in this building and the said company has 

been provided rent free office whereas the Corporation is paying Rs. 4.50 crore p.m. to 

them for providing sanitation services. He had asked the MOH to supply a copy of the 

MOU but even after lapse of two months, it has not been provided. 

The M.O.H. said that as per requirement and to monitor the project, the 

office has been provided to the company. 

Sh. Satish Kainth said that the company has been performing very well 

and the sanitary condition of all the southern sectors have improved considerably. The 

office has been provided to the company so that they can monitor the sanitary condition 
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of the city from the office and even the officers can also go there and see the sanitary 

situation in the city. 

Sh. Gurpreet Singh said that to monitor the performance of the company, 

it was mentioned in the MOU that a monitoring system will be set up in the office and 

similarly in the project of replacing street lights with LED, there is also provision to set 

up the office for monitoring the functioning of the street lights by which the report of 

non-functional street lights would be available in this monitoring system and within 24 

hours, the new LED lights would be replaced. 

Sh. Rajesh Kumar said that the Lions Service Ltd. has been providing 

good facility to the safaikaramcharies engaged by them and requested that the other 

1200 safaikaramcharies should also be provided similar facility. 

The Mayor requested all the councillors to check the sanitary condition in 

their wards, so that the safaikaramcharies would perform properly. 

The Commissioner directed the MOH to provide copy of the MOU to all 

the Councillors. He further said that it was mentioned in the MOU that the company 

would set up a monitoring system for which space would be provided by the 

Corporation so that the officers could monitor the sanitary condition in any part of the 

city. Similarly, monitoring system has been set up by the contractor under SCADA and 

there is also proposal to provide space to smart city project in Sector-17 in which 

command & controlling system would be set up in one room and office would be set up 

in another room. 

Sh. Arun Sood said that this company was earlier doing good job in 

Mohali and best practice award was given to the Mohali Corporation. A team of the 

councillors also visited Mohali and then the project was initiated and all the required 

formalities were completed before awarding the project to the company. 
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The Mayor said that all the projects are placed before the House for 

approval and then they are executed. The members of the House should honour the 

decisions taken by the House. 

Sh. Anil Dubey said that the other day two safaikaramcharies were not 

present on their duty and when he enquired, it was told that they were relatives of the 

President of Union. He also received phone calls from the said president of 

safaikaramcharies who used foul language and threatened him. He said that in such 

circumstances, the sanitary conditions of the city cannot be improved. He desired that 

strict action should be taken against such persons. 

The Additional Commissioner apprised the House that as decided in the 

Sanitation Committee, show cause notices have been issued to the concerned officials. 

The Mayor said that the Swachha Bharat Abhiyan is the dream project of 

P.M. of India and to implement it effectively, it was decided by the Councillors that no 

work no pay. Some safaikaramcharies came with a charter of demands and held a 

demonstration in front of the office but some of them were held in custody as Section 

144 was imposed in the city and later released. Then they stopped the vehicles from 

going to garbage processing plant. The Additional Commissioner & MOH monitored 

the situation and prepared a list of safaikaramcharies, Union leaders who were involved 

in this process and also identified the persons who had thrown garbage in front of MOH 

office. The show cause notices were issued to those persons and they have submitted 

their reply that they were peacefully protesting for their demands but some outsiders 

came there and started stopping the vehicles and they interrupted and made the way 

clear for vehicles entering the garbage processing plant. They have assured in writing 

that they will co-operate in future for making the safai abhiyan a successful mission and 

they will also supervise the cleanliness in the city. She further said that in future if any 
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safaikaramcharie, is found involved in such activity, then strict action will be taken 

against him. 

The Commissioner said that to avail better quality of sanitation the House 

has to take tough decisions and door to door collection also need to be improved so 

that the residents of the city should get this facility at their door and it would also 

increase the income of each unit considerably. The residents of city can hire 

mechanized professional services of private company for sanitation of the city with the 

amount they will have to pay for door to door collection. 

Sh. Mahesh Inder Singh suggested that sanitary napkins vending 

machines should be installed in all the ladies toilets in the city & M.C. building and 

Chandigarh Administration should also install such machines in all the schools. 

Sh. Bharat Kumar requested that the suspended employees of MOH 

should be reinstated in service. 

Sh. Rajesh Kumar suggested that 1200 employees engaged through 

outsourcing company should also be brought under Lions services so that they could 

get the similar facility and the sanitation condition would be improved. 

AGENDA ITEM NO.249.2 

Rough Cost Estimate for Re-Construction of Cement Concrete 
Internal Streets in Village Kajheri, Chandigarh. 

The Secretary placed agenda item No.2 before the House for 

consideration. 

Sh. Arun Sood suggested that internal streets of all colonies, villages & 

V-6 roads, should be constructed of cement concrete. 

“The House considered and resolved that the rough 
cost estimate amounting to Rs.67.64 lac for 
re-construction of Cement Concrete Internal Streets in 

Village Kajheri, Chandigarh, be and is hereby 

approved.” 

http:Rs.67.64
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AGENDA ITEM NO.249.3 

Rough Cost Estimate for Recarpetting of Roads in Sector 30-A, and 
Parking of Sector 30-C & D, Chandigarh. 

The Secretary placed agenda item No.3 before the House for 

consideration. 

“The House considered and resolved that the rough 
cost estimate amounting to Rs.86.27 lac for 
re-carpetting of Roads in Sector 30-A and Parking of 

Sector 30-C & D, Chandigarh, be and is hereby 

approved.” 

AGENDA ITEM NO.249.4 

Disposal of shops and booths in Sector-17 (New Under Bridge), 

Sector-17/22(Subway), Sector-39-D & Mauli Jagran, Chandigarh on 

lease hold basis- auction held on 24.08.2017 thereof. 

The Secretary placed agenda item No.4 before the House for 

consideration. 

Sh. Charanjiv Singh said that he attended the auction of shops and 

booths in Sector-17 and other places held on 24.8.2017 as Observer. After waiting for 

one and half hour, nobody participated in the auction and the auction was withdrawn. 

The report of the committee has been added with the agenda as Annexure „B‟ at page 

21, in which it has been mentioned that reserve price was at higher side and secondly 

there was slump in the real estate. It has also been recommended that the Secretary 

Local Government should be requested for conversion of lease hold property into free 

hold and the matter be placed before the general house. He was of the view that the 

reserve price may be reduced upto 25%-30% keeping in view that the allottee has to 

pay lease money every year at the rate of 2.5% and GST. He suggested that a 

delegation of councillors should meet to the Home Secretary, Chandigarh 

Administration to convince him to covert the property of M.C. from lease hold to free 

http:Rs.86.27
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hold as it has been lying unsold for many years and there is deficit of revenue with the 

Corporation and by selling these properties the Corporation can earn crore of rupees, 

which can be used for development of the city. He further suggested that at the time of 

auction 10% of the bid money should be collected from the highest bidder and 15% 

within one month. For the remaining 75% payment, the interest on the instalment 

should also be collected in four instalments. 

Sh. Anil Dubey also suggested that the booths at Mauli Jagran should 

also be converted into free hold and the reserve price should also be decreased 

between Rs.7.00-8.00 lac as these booths have been lying vacant for long time. 

Sh. Arun Sood said that this agenda was earlier brought before the House 

for consideration and the House had decided to auction the property on the fixed 

reserve price. But it has been observed that not even a single bidder had participated, 

which proves that the reserve price of the properties are at the higher side. He further 

suggested that a committee of the officers should be constituted to examine the matter 

technically regarding all the properties of the Corporation and give their 

recommendations. He requested the Mayor to convene a meeting with the 

Administrator U.T. Chandigarh in which all concerned officers should also be invited 

and convince them about the factual position of the properties lying vacant for a long 

time, as a result these properties have become a centre of crime. He further said that 

the signboard showing house number should be installed in all sectors as the drawings 

have already been approved by planning department and estimate has been passed 

ten months ago. He further said that according to a study Eucalyptus trees worth 

Rs.20.00 crore are in the city which can cause threat to the life & property, if not cut in 

time. 

http:Rs.20.00
http:Rs.7.00-8.00
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The Chief Engineer apprised that Sector 1 to 30 are heritage sectors and 

therefore, the matter is pending with the Heritage Committee of Chandigarh 

Administration for approval of the design, however, the design for rest of the sectors 

has been received.  

Smt. Chanderwati Shukla said that the sewerage system in Sector-52 

Kajheri was blocked and somebody has kept cow & goats in the public toilet of Sector-

52.  She requested the Mayor to sort out the problems of her ward. 

The Mayor directed the XEN. Horticulture to start anti termite treatment for 

the affected trees. 

The XEN. Horticulture said that there are 2648 trees of Eucalyptus 

(Safeda) in Municipal land and case to cut them has been sent to the Chandigarh 

Administration and the matter is pending with them. 

“The House considered and resolved that a committee 
of the officers be constituted to examine the matter 
technically and give their recommendations for 
reducing the reserve price of property. 

The House further resolved that a delegation of 
Municipal Corporation should meet the Administrator, 
U.T. Chandigarh to convince him for conversion of all 
the vacant commercial properties of Municipal 
Corporation from lease hold to free hold.” 

AGENDA ITEM NO.249.5 

To rename the Fire and Emergency Services as Fire and Rescue 
Services. 

The Secretary placed agenda item No.5 before the House for 

consideration. 

“The House considered and resolved to rename the 
Fire & Emergency Services as “Fire & Rescue 
Services.” 
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AGENDA ITEM NO.249.6 

Rough Cost Estimate for providing and laying 40 mm thick 
bituminous concrete on V-3 road, 50 mm thick bituminous concrete 
in rotary and approaches of Sector 38/40 and V-5 roads of Sector 38 
and 30 mm thick bituminous concrete on V-6 roads, Sector 37-C, and 
Cycle Track of Sector 38 & 40, Chandigarh. 

The Secretary placed agenda item No.6 before the House for 

consideration. 

Sh. Mahesh Inder Singh said that in his ward, it has been observed that 

the level of road has increased much due to repeated recarpetting. He suggested that 

the road should be scrapped first and then recarpetted to maintain the level. 

Sh. Davesh Moudgil said that the level of curve channels in some areas 

have decreased after recarpetting of roads. The Road wing has been levelling the 

curve channels with the concrete material. He asked whether this practice has been 

adopted for whole city. 

The Chief Engineer said that lifting the curve channels with concrete was 

being done as a pilot project and in case of its success, it would be implemented in 

other parts of the city. 

Sh. Gurpreet Singh said that he had also checked the levelling of curve 

channels which was not found in order as the surface was plain, whereas it should have 

been in saucer shaped. He requested the Chief Engineer to get it checked thoroughly. 

Sh. Devinder Babla suggested that payment of contractor should not be 

released until the curve channels are levelled properly. 

The Chief Engineer said that a provision in the DNIT is proposed to be 

included that the level of curve channels would be raised first and then the road will be 

re-carpetted. 
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“The House considered and resolved that the rough 
cost estimate amounting to Rs.235.32 lac for 
providing and laying 40 mm thick bituminous concrete 
on V-3 road, 50 mm thick bituminous concrete in rotary 
and approaches of Sector 38/40 and V-5 roads of 
Sector 38 and 30 mm thick bituminous concrete on V-6 
roads, Sector 37-C, and Cycle Track of Sector 38 & 40, 

Chandigarh, be and is hereby approved.” 

SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA ITEM NO.249.1 

Bringing of 5 village viz. Hallomajra, Kejheri, Palsora, Maloya and 
Dadu Majra under the preview of Property Tax. 

The Secretary placed supplementary agenda item No.1 before the House 

for consideration. 

Sh. Hardeep Singh totally opposed the proposal of imposing property tax 

in villages. He said that there was not much development in the villages where 

property tax was already imposed. He suggested that the efforts should be made to 

bring these villages at par with sector level before imposing property tax. 

Sh. Rajesh Kumar, Smt. Chander Wati Shukla, Sh. Satish Kainth and 

members of opposition Sh. Devinder Babla, Smt. Sheela Devi also opposed the 

proposal to levy property tax on these villages and said that the agenda should be 

rejected. 

Sh. Shakti Prakash Devshali said that in his ward notices for recovery of 

property tax on the basis of area converted from Zone B to A was very huge. He 

suggested that the time limit for recovery should be extended and the recoverable 

amount be collected in instalments in one or two years to put less burden on the 

people. He further suggested that the amount of penalty on the defaulters should be 

waived off and those who could not deposit the tax in time should be given another 

chance. In this way more revenue can be collected and people will deposit it 

wholeheartedly. 

http:Rs.235.32
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Sh. Vinod Aggarwal also supported the suggestion of Sh. Devshali and 

told that in Panchkula penalty of interest was waived off. 

Sh. Jagtar Singh proposed that in villages residents of small houses of 

2-3 marla were paying property tax but no efforts were being made for widening of 

roads, approving the maps and providing better facilities. 

Sh. Hardeep Singh said that the present building bye-laws are very strict 

and the residents are facing difficulty in getting the maps approved. He suggested that 

a policy may be made to enable the residents to make need based changes on the 

pattern of Chandigarh Housing Board and process of sending notices should be 

stopped. 

Sh. Arun Sood said that this proposal was opposed and rejected by 

House in its previous meetings and in 247th meeting, it was deferred. The House 

rejected 1% cess, but the Administration did not accept it and imposed the same at that 

time. The Secretary Local Bodies have powers and in this case also issued advisory 

with the concurrence of worthy Adviser to the Administrator to levy property tax on 

these five villages. He said that there will be discrimination because in some villages 

tax has already been imposed, but in other villages which comes under jurisdiction of 

Corporation is yet to be imposed. He said that even if the House rejects the proposal, 

the Administration will not accept the same. He suggested a way out that tax may be 

imposed on villages but at the same time, the Chandigarh Administration should be 

requested to sanction a special fund for providing basic amenities like storm water, 

street lights, widening of roads, parks, community centres etc. as in the case of city, 

where these facilities are already available. He said that the Councillors should meet 

the Adviser to the Administrator also in this regard. He further said that a letter should 

also be written for demanding a special budget for the development of all the villages of 

the Corporation. 
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Sh. Satish Kainth enquired about the procedure and date from which the 

tax would be collected? 

The Commissioner clarified that it would be levied in the next financial 

year and notification will be issued in this regard. 

"The House unanimously decided that property tax in 
five villages i.e. Hallomajra, Kajheri, Palsora, Maloya 
and Dadu Majra would be imposed, if the special 
funds for development and providing civic amenities in 
all the villages of the Corporation are provided by the 
Administration." 

SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA ITEM NO.249.2 

Refurbishment of existing Public Toilets, Construction of New Public 
Toilets and Operation & Maintenance of all Old & New Public Toilets 
in Chandigarh under PPP Mode for 15 years. 

The Secretary placed supplementary agenda item No.2 before the House 

for consideration. 

Sh. Gurpreet Singh said that he had been raising the issue of incomplete 

public toilet in the park of Sector-46 for the last 6-7 months but so far, the work has not 

been completed. 

The Commissioner said that the agenda was passed by the House in the 

month of January, 2017, but due to administrative reasons the RFP could not be 

finalized and it was felt that some terms & conditions need to be amended to avoid any 

litigation in future as faced in the case of Selvel regarding advertisement on toilets. 

Accordingly, the Advertisement Control Order was got amended from Chandigarh 

Administration and necessary amendments in the clauses of RFP have been proposed 

in the agenda. Therefore, only proposed amendments have been placed before the 

House for approval and other conditions of the tender have already been approved by 

the House. 
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Sh. Arun Sood suggested that in the tender, the contractor should be 

made liable for repairing of faulty equipments in time bound manner. He further said 

that the tender should be floated immediately without waiting for confirmation of 

minutes. 

The Commissioner apprised the House that three works are involved in 

this RFP i.e. construction of new toilets as per design approved by the C.A. U.T. 

Chandigarh, renovation of existing toilets & 3rd is operation & maintenance of toilets. 

"The House considered & approved the proposed 
amendments at Annexure-II of agenda & be 
incorporated in the tender of refurbishment of existing 
Public Toilets, Construction of New Public Toilets and 
Operation & Maintenance of all Old & New Public 
Toilets in Chandigarh under PPP Mode for 15 years." 

SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA ITEM NO.249.3 

Compensation policy for dog bite victims. 

The Secretary placed supplementary agenda item No.3 before the House 

for consideration. 

Sh. Mahesh Inder Singh said that the said agenda has already been 

rejected by the House in its 209th meeting as there was no statutory provision in the 

Municipal Act regarding compensation, therefore, the agenda should be rejected. He 

also suggested that counting of stray dogs should be done and tagging should be done 

after sterilization of dogs. 

Sh. Devinder Babla suggested that the registration of pet dogs should be 

made compulsory. 
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The Mayor said that the rules for imposing penalty regarding littering by 

pet dogs have been finalized but implementation of the rules was not proper and so far 

no challan has been issued for littering by pet dogs in public parks. 

Sh. Arun Sood said that Corporation cannot give compensation for dog 

bites. The sterilization programme of stray dogs is best in the country and vaccination 

system is also very good but need some improvement and awareness programme 

should also be initiated. He further suggested that the M.C. should ensure that human 

serum and animal serum should be made available in the dispensaries. He further said 

that the Corporation has saved money by introducing intra dermal vaccination instead 

of intra muscular, which is low cost. Keeping in view heavy rush in the dispensary of 

Sector-19, he had suggested to increase the number of dispensaries for anti rabies 

vaccination in three other zones of the city. The Corporation should provide all 

precautionary and remedial measures to the dog bite victims. 

“The House considered & unanimously decided that the 
Corporation is not liable to pay any compensation to the 
dog bite victims. However, it was decided that all 
precautionary and remedial measures be provided to the 
dog bite victims.” 

SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA ITEM NO.249.4 

Rough Cost Estimate for Purchase of 04 nos. Self Propelled 
Hydraulic Machine for Pruning of Tree in Horticulture Division M.C., 
Chandigarh. 

The Secretary placed supplementary agenda item No.4 before the House 

for consideration. 

“The House considered and resolved that the rough 
cost estimate amounting to Rs.67.79 lac for 
Purchase of 04 nos. Self Propelled Hydraulic Machine 
for Pruning of Tree in Horticulture Division M.C., 

Chandigarh, be and is hereby approved.” 

http:Rs.67.79
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SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA ITEM NO.249.5 

Rough cost estimate for dismantling and re-construction of 
Community Centre Sector 21, Chandigarh. 

The Secretary placed supplementary agenda item No.5 before the House 

for consideration. 

“The House considered and resolved that the rough 
cost estimate amounting to Rs.567.92 lac for 
dismantling and re-construction of Community Centre 

Sector 21, Chandigarh, be and is hereby approved.” 

SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA ITEM NO.249.6 

Rough cost estimate for providing and fixing PCC tiles on road 
berms on V-6 roads in Sector 38 West (Pocket A & B), Chandigarh. 

The Secretary placed supplementary agenda item No.6 before the House 

for consideration. 

“The House considered and resolved that the rough 
cost estimate amounting to Rs.52.94 lac for 
providing and fixing PCC tiles on road berms of V-6 

roads in Sector 38 West (Pocket A & B), Chandigarh, 
be and is hereby approved.” 

SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA (I) ITEM NO.249.1 

Extension in the contract period for the supply of 15 security 

personnel for the security of M.C. building. 

The Secretary placed supplementary agenda(1) item No.1 before the 

House for consideration. 

Sh. Devinder Babla said that the new tender should be floated and the 

practice of extension should be stopped. 

Sh. Satish Kainth said that only one and half month extension should be 

allowed instead of three months and process of tendering should be completed at the 

earliest. 

http:Rs.52.94
http:Rs.567.92
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The Additional Commissioner apprised the House that e-tendering in this 

case was done but no bidder has come forward and the tender would be floated again. 

The Mayor said that all the agendas pertaining to tenders should be 

brought in the F&CC and House at least three months prior to expiry of tender. 

“The House considered and granted extension for one 
and half month or till the finalization of tender process 
for the supply of 15 security personnel for the security 
of M.C. building.” 

The meeting ended with vote of thanks to the Chair. 

Sd/- Sd/-
Secretary, Mayor, 
Municipal Corporation, Municipal Corporation, 
Chandigarh. Chandigarh. 


